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Good Girl, Bad Girl (Niña mala, niña buena) – Treatment  (by Nicole Elmer) 
 

It’s a quiet night in the coastal town of Loiza, Puerto Rico. Most are asleep, but near a 
row of food stands at the beach, someone moves. Under the dim orange glow of streetlights, this 
person breaks a café window then spray paints the word “Fuck you” onto the wall before cycling 
away into the darkness of the neighborhood. 
 

All is quiet again. The coquí frogs chirp gently. The waves lap against the nearby beach. 
The sun rises, reflecting off the shards of broken glass in shades of orange and purple. Another 
person on a bike approaches. He stops, gets off his bike, and angrily looks over the damage done 
to his café. He curses, then steps over the glass to go inside and call the police. 
 

Somewhere not too far from this place is a small home painted a cheery yellow. An alarm 
sounds. Inside, Pelícano, an year-old black girl, turns it off where she has been sleeping. Her 
little bedroom is covered with magazine pictures of insects and animals, clippings from the 
newspapers about crime scenes, and glass aquariums of a pet snake and a pet spider. Pelícano 
eagerly greets the day, hoping out of bed to feed her beloved pets. 
 

In a kitchen, Pelícano now goes about her Sunday morning chores of making breakfast. 
She grinds coffee beans, toasts bread, while watching a small TV as it plays the show 
“Unsolvable Crimes.” Her grandmother, Adela, a black woman in her late 50, stirs from the 
room adjacent to the kitchen. After greeting Pelícano, she starts her work as someone who makes 
the traditional vejigante (Puerto Rican demon) masks of Loiza. The room is covered with 
coconut shells, masks half-finished, carving tools, paints, and brushes. 
 

Pelícano becomes entranced as she watches the TV show describing how detectives 
finally figured out how a killer almost got away with murder. Pelícano leans closer to the TV, 
listening to details of the killer leaving items like his victims’ bloodied clothing at the house of 
the person he wanted to frame. As the coffee percolates on the stove, Pelícano snaps out of her 
trance. 
 

Pelícano brings toast and coffee to her grandmother who is outside in the small back 
yard. Adela waters gorgeous tropical potted plants near two wood statues of a man and a woman. 
Adela sadly touches them and says, “It’s almost ten years ago when they died.” Pelícano passes 
Adela her breakfast. “Do you remember anything about them?” Adela asks.  

“You ask me this every year, grandma. I was just a baby when the crash happened.”  
Pelícano reminds her.  

Adela nods and lovingly touches Pelícano’s cheek. “I see so much of your father in you. 
Smart just like he was.” After another moment of reflection, Adela sighs and shakes her head. 
She sips her coffee. “If you’re done eating,” she says, “go ahead and get the buckets ready.” 
 

Carrying two small beach pails, Adela walks the streets near the alpacurrias (fried food) 
stands close to the beach. Pelícano rides her bike near her. They linger near a police car and the 
broken glass on the street. Intrigued by being near a crime scene, Pelícano looks inside the café 
where the distraught owner stands with police. Pelícano looks over the evidence of vandalism, 
and lingers on the word “Fuck you” spray painted in bright pink until Adela calls her to come. 
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Adela wishes ill for the vandal and the two continue their way. They pass other food vendors 
starting their day. Disturbed by this crime, many bring in potted plants, statues, or other items of 
value inside their stores where they can keep watch on them. 
 

At the beach, Adela and Pelícano approach the small group of early morning 
beachcombers, mostly elderly and their grandchildren, out drinking coffee from thermoses and 
collecting shells. As the children gather shells into their beach pails, the adults talk about the 
most recent incident of vandalism at the café. It’s the tenth incident in only a month’s time. They 
are angry and speculate on who has done such a thing, some making derogatory comments about 
immigration from the Dominican Republic. Pelícano helps a young boy, Cayito, as he finds a 
hermit crab. She tells him it’s a Diogenes pugilator, using a shell of the dog whelk Nassarius 
reticulatus. She convinces Cayito to not keep it as a pet and lets the waves roll it back to the 
water. They watch it go. 
 

In an abandoned structure several miles down this beach, someone else is waking to this 
same Sunday morning. A girl in torn jeans and a Madonna t-shirt sleeps on some bathtowels 
formed into a bed in the sand. Her “room” is made of the unstable cinderblock walls of this 
building, and they are covered in pictures of fashion models and ferris wheels from all over the 
world. Bottles of cheap rum and beer are scattered in the room. The girl is Lila, a 13 year-old 
black girl, and as she realizes she has fallen asleep here, she grabs her backpack and basketball 
and runs. 
 

She doesn’t stop running until she is in front of her home, a simple one-story cement 
structure. She looks in disgust at the rickety car that is parked in front of it. Scowling, Lila 
reaches into her backpack for her “Walkman,” a portable cassette player, and shoves her 
headphones into her ears. She approaches the house but stops to kick the tire of the detested car. 
The car is full of canvasses of painted flowers with price tags on them. 
 

Lila enters the house where the sounds of a man and woman having sex come from a 
bedroom. The house is a total contrast to Pelícano’s. Where there was order and cleanliness, this 
house is dirty, cluttered, full of booze bottles and fast food bags. Dishes lie stacked in the sink, 
unclean. Ashtrays are full, mail is littered everywhere. There are also several stacks of canvases, 
and a bin of paint supplies. 
 

Tossing her basketball aside, Lila moves into the kitchen, her Walkman playing some 
bubble gum pop from the 1980s. Hungry, she stops at the fridge. Inside is nothing but beer and 
bags of fast food. She opens one with a sigh and eats the fried chicken there. Spotting the bottles 
of rum, Lila slips one into her school backpack then dumps the other into the sink. As the rum 
disappears, Lila goes through a bag of prescription medication. “Dad! You didn’t take your 
pills!” She angrily yells. She grabs another bottle of rum to empty it when a woman’s hand grabs 
the bottle from her.  

“Your dad would not be happy to know how you’re dumping out his hard-earned 
checks,” says the woman in a bathrobe. This is Yoli, and she lights a cigarette as she pours 
herself some rum. 

“Why are you still here?” Lila snarls. “Maybe if you’d leave for good right now, he’d 
have more paycheck to use on me.”  
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“Don’t know if I want to leave,” Yoli says. “I kinda like this town.” 
“Loiza? You like Loiza? There’s been so much crime.” 
 
A tall but unhealthy looking man appears from the bedroom. This is Lila’s father, Migue. 

He is hungover. Yoli pours him rum and lights him a cigarette as Lila takes the alcohol away, 
and gives him his prescription medication and water. Yoli grabs her makeup bag and says to 
Migue. “Now let’s get your daughter ready for her performance. Don’t I try to be a good 
influence?” 
 

At church, Pelícano and Adela sit with many of the beachcomber group. Also amongst 
them are Yoli and Migue. Lila sits with the choir and wears a lot of makeup. The preacher prays 
for the vandal that has been hitting their community. “Let’s hope the evil that has come to our 
community will end soon,” he says and Lila gives Yoli an intense look on these words. The 
priest introduces the choir, with Lila singing “Soul of my Savior.” Her voice is raw but has 
potential.  
 

Sunday night. Adela settles into her bed and says a prayer, ends with touching the photo 
of her dead son and daughter-in-law. Her vejigante masks hang throughout the house like 
guardians. In Pelícano’s room, she feeds her spider some crickets while watching the small TV 
and her detective show VHS tape.  Suddenly, the silence of the night is broken with blaring 
sirens and the invasive lights of a police car spread over Pelícano’s room. The police car stops 
right near their house. 
 

Adela and Pelícano exit their house to approach a cop car in front of another scene of 
vandalism, this time, at their neighbors. Others appear from their homes to investigate. Dozens of 
broken potted plants lie over the street and sidewalk, along with broken windchimes. A window 
has had a rock thrown through it. The police try to calm an old man on oxygen as he angrily tries 
to explain what happened. Adela attends to him while Pelícano eagerly looks over the scene. 
Something catches her eye. She turns to spot a hooded figure taking off on a bike. Alarmed, 
Pelícano runs to her house. There she grabs Adela’s Polaroid camera, then gets on her own bike 
to chase the figure. 
 

She loses the person cycling away, and tries in vain to follow the tracks in the sand near a 
beach, but the rising night tide has covered the tracks. However, something in the sand catches 
her eye. It’s a playing card, the Queen of Hearts, and she pockets it.  
 

Just as she is about to leave, a light turning on in the distant darkness of the beach catches 
her eye. Curious, Pelícano walks her bike through the shallow tide towards an abandoned 
cinderblock structure, destroyed from a tropical storm. She hears someone singing. She follows 
the source of the light and peers inside a window. Inside is Lila with her headphones on, and she 
dances and sings like she’s performing. She takes swigs from a bottle of rum. Pelícano watches 
her for sometime, then leaves. 
 

Approaching home, Pelícano finds a very upset Adela sitting on the porch. Adela 
demands to know where Pelícano has been. Her grandmother’s anger frightens her and she 
stammers through an excuse. Adela spots her Polaroid camera in her granddaughter’s hand, and 
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figures out what she’s been doing. She spanks her, reminds her she’s no detective, chides her for 
taking such an expensive camera out of the house, then sends her to her room. 
 

The next morning. The alarm near Pelícano’s bed is sounding. She is awake but refuses 
to turn it off. Adela finally appears, sleepy, and realizing what this is about, she turns off the 
alarm. “You want to make the coffee?” She asks her granddaughter, but Pelícano only shakes her 
head and turns away from her. Adela quietly leaves to get the morning breakfast started. 
 

Now in her school outfit, Pelícano stands in the bathroom before the mirror, practicing 
her science presentation about snakes. Adela knocks on the door and tells her breakfast is ready. 
 

Adela has coffee and toast for them in their backyard area. Pelícano sits and eats but is 
cool to her grandmother. Adela comments on the potted hibiscus in full bloom, says the plant 
was from a cutting Pelícano’s mother gave her before she left the US to study at university. 
Adela softens and apologizes to Pelícano for last night. “I’ve already lost a son and a daughter-
in-law. I can’t bear losing you too,” she said. Pelícano is both angry and sad by this confession, 
but reaches out to hold Adela’s hand.  
 

Migue is driving Lila to school before he heads to work at a fast food restaurant. Lila 
takes advantage of this alone time with her father, begging to go to the fair in Rio Piedras and 
ride the ferris wheel. Without Yoli. Migue is reluctant to exclude his girlfriend, but diverts this 
difficult topic to mention that Lila’s mother called. Lila frowns, comments on how much she 
detests her mother. After a painful silence, Migue cheers up Lila by saying they can do 
something together after work, that he will meet her at the basketball courts to play one-on-one, 
without Yoli. Lila smiles, hugs her dad. Migue slows the car as they pass by the place where the 
vandal hit the night before, where an old man struggles to paint over the curse words painted on 
his house. Migue shakes his head and comments that he hopes the vandal gets what he deserves. 
Lila only watches. 
 

At school, Pelícano struggles with a test in History, her worst subject. She sits behind 
Lila and tries to copy her answers until the teacher calls for everyone to pass their tests forward. 
The teacher returns last week’s quiz. Pelícano has a “C,” but Lila has an “A.” The teacher asks 
for volunteers for the science presentations, and everyone is quiet. A boy behind Pelícano makes 
fun of her, pokes her, calls her “Little Miss Flatchested.” She tries to ignore him. The teacher 
calls on Pelícano to go first. 
 

Pelícano now stands before her class and gives her presentation on snakes, holding her 
small aquarium of her pet snake. Pelícano is much smaller than her classmates, and she stumbles 
over her words. Most students seem bored or just uncaring. Pelícano takes her snake out of the 
cage and moves around her classmates to show it to them. Some are interested, most are 
disgusted, but Lila is terrified. She jumps in her chair and covers her eyes in fear. Pelícano 
lingers near her, notices the bright pink paint on her fingertips. The same color of the graffiti. 
The teacher thanks Pelícano for her presentation and Pelícano returns her snake to its aquarium.  
 

After school, Lila approaches the park area where some kids and their parents play. She 
looks around for her father, but sees no one. She heads to the basketball court and sits on a swing 
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set to wait. A father and daughter happily joke and hug each other affectionately on the merry-
go-round. She watches them jealously.  
 

Hours have now passed. Lila still sits on the swingset, alone, while other families play. 
She looks angry, and finally heads to a payphone where she makes a call to Migue’s work. The 
person on the other line answers he got off work two hours ago. Lila hangs up and calls another 
number. This time, Yoli answers, and she can hear her and her father laughing together, drunk. 
Pissed, Lila speaks “I hope lightning splits you in two.” She hangs up. 
 

Later at night, Pelícano watches another detective show on the small TV while Adela 
cleans up from working on her vejigante masks. Adela kisses Pelícano good night, and when 
Pelícano is assured her grandmother is asleep, she turns off her TV and changes from her 
nightgown to street clothes.  
 
 Dressed in black, Pelícano bikes around parts of Loiza. Adela’s Polaroid camera hangs 
from her neck. Thunder sounds. A storm is coming. Near the beach, Pelícano spots another bike 
in the sand. It has playing cards in the spokes of its wheels. On closer inspection, Pelícano 
realizes they are all Queen of Hearts cards. The sound of glass breaking from the alpacurrias 
stands alarms her, and she moves into the shadows. She comes upon the vandal, spraying curse 
words on the side of a car. Pelícano stares in recognition. It’s Lila in a hoodie. With shaking 
hands, she takes a picture with the Polaroid but has forgotten to dull the flash. The light alarms 
Lila and she runs at Pelícano who gets on her bike and rides as fast as she can along the beach. 
She’s no match for the older Lila who tackles her, ripping the camera and developing picture 
from Pelícano. She destroys both, then threatens Pelícano by shoving her head into the ocean 
tide, telling her to never tell anyone what she saw or she’ll do worse. As she gasps for air, 
Pelícano promises not to, but Lila demands she remove her shirt as she pulls out a Swiss army 
knife. Pelícano does, terrified, and Lila cuts her on her chest, then gets on her bike and leaves. 
 
 Bleeding lightly, Pelícano cries in terrified silence as the storm above releases rain. She 
looks for her bike. 
 
 The storm continues while Pelícano removes her rain-drenched clothing in the bathroom 
at home. She mops at the blood on her cut, and flushes the evidence down the toilet. As she steps 
into the shower, a knock sounds. Adela calls, wanting to know why Pelícano is showering so late 
at night. Pelícano lies, says she forgot to shower earlier. 
 
 The next day at school, Pelícano looks a mess. She is quiet and reclusive. Some of the 
older kids make fun of her, teasing her about her undeveloped body. Surprising to Pelícano, Lila 
comes to her defense and tells them to leave her alone. Intimidated by Lila who is older and 
taller, they back off. In class, Pelícano struggles to concentrate on the test she is taking. Lila 
makes it easy for her to cheat, but Pelícano refuses to look at her answers. 
 
 School is over for the day. Pelícano lingers in the stall of a girl’s bathroom until the final 
bell rings. The noise of girls and boys leaving for the day fades, and Pelícano exits the stall. She 
approaches her teacher’s classroom where the teacher is packing up for the day. Pelícano enters 
the room, and the teacher listens as Pelícano awkwardly tries to reveal that Lila is the town’s 
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vandal. The teacher, however, dismisses this, explains that Lila has exemplary grades, and has 
never had behavioral issues at school before. She harps on Pelícano’s bad grades, and Pelícano 
zones out as the teacher prattles on about how she should work harder to improve them. 
 
 At dinner, Adela inquires to Pelícano’s dark mood. Pelícano finally reveals that she 
thinks Lila is the vandal, and when pressed why she thinks so, Pelícano is befuddled. She cannot 
reveal she left the house last night, or the fate of the Polaroid camera, or she’ll get into trouble 
again. So she says she saw pink paint on Lila’s fingers. Adela laughs, says she too gets pink 
paint on her fingers from working on the masks. She also questions how anyone who goes to 
church and sings like Lila does could so something like vandalize.  
 
 As Adela cleans up from dinner, Pelícano flips through the phone book to find Lila’s 
address. She asks Adela if she can ride to get some ice cream, and Adela gives her a few coins.  
 
 Pelícano instead heads to Lila’s house and knocks on the door. She is greeted by Yoli 
who is drunk but alone, in the middle of painting some bad renditions of flowers. She lets 
Pelícano in, who is stunned by the state of the apartment. After some awkward conversation, 
Pelícano suggests Lila is the vandal. Yoli listens with interest, answering in ways that suggest 
she does not like Lila one bit. Yoli asks for evidence to which Pelícano only says Lila cut her. 
Pelícano is too embarrassed to reveal the location of the cut when asked where, and Yoli ushers 
her out so she can paint in peace. 
 
 Pelícano leaves the house, but not before she is spotted by Lila in the distance. Lila is on 
her way home from picking up prescription meds for her father. She waits some distance from 
the house, watching as Pelícano leaves. Angry, she enters the house and demands to know what 
Pelícano was doing. Yoli manipulates her, tells her she should be nice to her from now on or 
she’ll let her father know about the “extracurricular” activities she’s been partaking in at night. 
Lila fumes but remains silent. Migue returns from work, his arms full of fast food leftovers from 
his job. As he greets everyone and sets the food out on the table, Lila angrily questions his 
absence from the basketball court the day before, and how he has said nothing about her not 
coming home last night. “Do you even know I’m here?” She yells. Migue tries to soothe her, but 
Yoli defends Migue and blames Lila for causing him so much stress. Angry, Lila runs to her 
room and slams the door. She takes a suitcase and begins packing clothes, maps, things that 
suggest she’s been planning on this moment. 
 
 That night, Pelícano strings some wires in her backyard. Adela comes to see what she is 
up to, and Pelícano explains that should the vandal come, she will trip and set off the noisy tin 
cans attached to the wires. She says that kids at school will finally respect her if she finds the 
vandal. Adela shrugs, comments on the beauty of one of their potted plants, an Angel’s trumpet, 
and how sad it is they only bloom at night. 
 
 Hours later, Pelícano has fallen asleep near her open window, a slingshot in her hand. Her 
grandmother snores from the nearby room. The cans in the backyard make a noise, waking 
Pelícano. She grabs her flashlight and heads outside. To her disappointment, a cat has gotten a 
leg tangled in the wires. She sets it free, but as it runs away, she spots her grandmother’s garden. 
It has been destroyed. The potted plants are broken, the plants scattered and ripped apart, but 
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worst of all are the two wood statues of Pelícano’s parents, the statues Adela made. They are in 
pieces. Pelícano stares at them, livid but silent. 
 
 She takes off on her bike and rides to the old building near the beach. Sure enough, she 
finds Lila there with a suitcase and a half consumed bottle of rum. Lila is passed out, drunk, and 
unresponsive to the sand Pelícano kicks on her. She looks around the room to finds some old 
phone wire in the wall. She pulls on it. 
 
 Lila is now tied up in the phone wire, still passed out. As Pelícano struggles with a good 
knot, Lila wakes. She’s delirious but realizes what is happening. She gets up and tries to attack 
Pelícano but she stumbles and falls in her drunkenness. The phone wire loosens and Lila gets up, 
runs at Pelícano who grabs a piece of driftwood and hits her on the head. Lila falls to the ground. 
Pelícano stares at her in exasperation, panicking. She looks around, and taking the driftwood, she 
begins digging a hole. 
 
 At Lila’s house, Migue and Yoli watch TV while smoking cigarettes and drinking. Migue 
is in a dark mood and questions his abilities as a father. Yoli comforts him by stating he’s a great 
father, that it’s Lila that is the trouble. She suggests perhaps some time away from her might be 
best for both of them, and maybe sending her to live with a relative is a good option. Migue 
sighs, unsure. Yoli gets up to check on Lila for him. She enters Lila’s room, notices it is empty, 
and shuts the open window. She returns to bed, assures Migue his daughter is sound asleep and 
that he should think about sending her away. 
 
 The next morning, Pelícano goes about her normal chores preparing breakfast. Her 
detective show plays, but she is vastly more concerned about the policeman talking to Adela in 
the backyard about the vandalism that occurred. Adela cries. 
 
 Migue wakes in his bedroom, hungover. He goes to the kitchen where Yoli makes 
breakfast. He stops by Lila’s bedroom and is worried to find she is not there. Yoli says she left 
early that morning on her bike. Migue is disgruntled, comments that he always drives her. As 
Yoli passes him a cigarette, she says she’d like to make dinner that night but needs some money. 
Migue gives her his wallet and she takes several twenties. 
 
 In school, Lila’s desk is empty. The teacher is passing back tests while the boy behind 
Pelícano pokes at her, teases her. Fed up, Pelícano turns around and stands up. “Shut up! Leave 
me alone and shut up!” She yells. The class goes quiet and the boy stares at her in surprise. The 
teacher comes to her and Pelícano says she is tired of the boy poking her all the time. The teacher 
tells him to sit in the back of the classroom. Pelícano sits back down, pleased with herself. 
 
 Afterschool, Pelícano carries some food and water to the old building at the beach. She 
enters Lila’s “room” where Lila is buried in a hole up to her neck. Pelícano removes her gag to 
give Lila water and food but Lila refuses. She demands to be freed, but Pelícano only asks her 
why she destroyed her grandmother’s garden. Lila refuses to answer and says she’ll get out. She 
screams for help but Pelícano puts the gag around her mouth again. 
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 Migue returns home from work and enters the house. Yoli is painting, drunk, and greets 
him. She says she thinks she’s finally made the painting that she can sell for thousands, and buy 
them a proper house. Migue only asks about Lila. Yoli shrugs. As he notices all the new booze 
on the table and the two frozen dinners, Yoli apologizes for forgetting to make dinner. She opens 
the two dinners up to microwave them, and Migue asks about a third dinner for Lila. “Your 
daughter never wants to eat with us, Migue,” she answers. He goes to Lila’s bedroom and looks 
around, finds a diary in her clothing drawer and opens it. 
 
 The next day, Pelícano visits Lila again after school. She brings more food and water, and 
demands again to know why Lila has been vandalizing Loíza. Lila is more delirious this time and 
begs to go free. She says she’ll give Pelícano her Walkman and all the answers to the tests at 
school. She begins to cry. Pelícano wants her to go to the police and admit her crimes. Lila 
proclaims that if she does this she’ll be put in prison for juveniles, then Yoli will finally win and 
have her father to herself and kill him with alcohol. Pelícano puts the gag back on her and leaves. 
 
 Migue is at the cash register at the fast food restaurant where he works. He is dazed, and 
as he messes up an order, he asks the boss to leave work early. The boss agrees, but admits he is 
worried about Migue, that some of the workers have commented on his smell of alcohol. Migue 
brushes it off and says he’s fine.  
 
 At Lila’s school, Migue sits drinking, nervous.  The school session is over, and he spots 
Lila’s teacher leaving the building. Migue gets out of his car and approaches her. 
 
 The next day, police talk to the students in Pelícano’s class, explaining what a missing 
person’s case is about, and encourage the students to come forth with any information they might 
know about Lila.  
 
 At the old building on the beach, Pelícano reveals to Lila that the police are looking for 
her, so she has to confess. Lila is livid, refuses the water Pelícano offers her, tells her that when 
the police find her, she’s going to reveal everything Pelícano did to her, and that they will take 
Pelícano, not her, to the juvenile detention. There, Pelícano will never see her grandmother 
again, she’ll get beaten up by the other bad kids, and her chances at going to college will be 
ruined. She’ll never get a job with a criminal record. Pelícano is deeply shaken by this, and to 
shut her up, she hits her on the head with a brick. Lila passes out. Pelícano watches her blood 
flow from the cut she caused, and spotting Lila’s suitcase, she takes a shirt and mops it up. She is 
about to toss it aside when she stops. She looks over the blood soaked shirt, then carefully wraps 
it and puts it in her backpack. She then puts the gag back on Lila.  
 
 At dinner that night, Pelícano is quiet with worry. The TV plays the local weather station 
and Adela pays more attention to the reports of a tropical storm gaining strength in the Atlantic. 
When not glued to the TV, Adela tosses out comments that she is sure the vandal abducted Lila, 
probably witnessed him destroying something and took her. Pelícano asks Adela vague questions 
about what happens to children who commit crimes. Adela is baffled by the questions but really 
can’t answer them. 
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 It’s Saturday morning. Adela and Pelícano pack some of her vejigante masks into a car as 
they get ready to go to San Juan to sell them. Some of the nearby residents are boarding up their 
windows and comment to Adela that the storm is already a category one hurricane. Some 
neighbors brush it off as just a big rain storm. As Adela continues to pack, Pelícano asks if she 
can go buy some bread for their trip. Adela gives her some coins and Pelícano quickly leaves on 
her bike. 
 
 She stops outside Lila’s house where Migue and Yoli are in a huge fight. Inside, Migue is 
revealing passages from Lila’s diary where she writes about how much she hates Yoli, how she 
has seen Yoli taking money from her dad’s wallet. Yoli defends herself, asking if the diary also 
mentions the death wishes Lila’s always speaks to her, and that she’s only tried to be friends with 
this girl who refuses to accept her. She comments that if Lila is indeed gone and has run away, 
than this is good. The two of them can start over without her. Migue is inconsolable and he 
refuses Yoli’s attempt to reconcile. Angry, Yoli leaves in her car, unaware of Pelícano watching 
near a palm tree. 
 
 Pelícano brings some bought bread to Lila in the old building. Lila is dehydrated and 
hallucinating. As she eats, she reveals some of her life goals, that she just wanted to ride all the 
famous ferris wheels in the world and become a famous singer like Madonna when she grew up. 
She says her stage name was going to be “Queen of Hearts.” Pelícano asks her if she will confess 
her crimes but Lila is so delirious, she begins to weakly sing a song. Pelícano leaves. 
 
 The next morning. Sunday. With the storm coming, the sky is foreboding for the 
beachcombers that talk and comb the shore for shells. Adela and Pelícano are amongst them. As 
Pelícano helps Cayito find some shells, the adults drink coffee and comment on how the vandal 
has not come in a few days. They are overjoyed and some say they are going to put their potted 
plants and statues back out on their porches. Others talk about the storm now headed towards the 
Caribbean. Will it come at them?  Some offer to help each other board up their windows. 
 
 In church, the priest offers a prayer to the missing Lila. The usual spot where she and 
Migue sit is empty. He moves on to ask God to protect them all from the coming hurricane. 
Adela looks worried. 
 
 At home, everyone on the block is now boarding his or her windows. Pelícano helps 
Adela and her neighbors, but keeps looking in the direction of where Lila is being held. In order 
to leave, she lies to her grandmother and states she’s going to go help one of their neighbors. 
Adela agrees but tells her to not dawdle. Pelícano takes off on her bike. 
 
 Pelícano appears at the old building. As Pelícano feeds her, Lila thinks Pelícano is her 
mother. “I’m sorry, mama,” she says. “I did it only to scare away Yoli so that she’d hate it here 
and go away forever, and that maybe you’d come back to us and stay for good this time.” It starts 
to rain. Pelícano leaves while Lila continues to speak from her hole in the ground, her head 
inches above the sand. She talks to the imaginary mother that is not there, how much she really 
does love her, that she can forgive her for leaving them. 
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 The storm has increased in intensity. Adela and Pelícano sit in their boarded up home 
near lit candles as the power is gone. Many of their neighbors sit with them, mostly elderly. The 
wind is fierce and Pelícano is nervous. To distract people, a man takes his guitar and plays a 
popular Loiza tune. He encourages people to sing with him. Some do, lightening the mood. 
 
 Outside, Migue roams the streets as the wind and rain whip against him. He calls out for 
Lila in desperation. 
 
 Inside Adela’s house, someone asks the musician to stop. He does. Migue’s calls for Lila 
cut through the storm. Adela dares to crack open the door and in shock she spots Migue walking 
the rainy street. A brave man goes out and brings him in. They dry him off and console him. He 
is grateful but shaken, says he misses his daughter. They all shake their heads in empathy. The 
musician starts singing again to lighten people’s spirits, and Pelícano watches Migue as they 
offer him food and water. 
 
 At the old building on the shore, the tidal waters are rising. The ocean moves in fury 
against the crumbled cinderblock. Rainwater pours into the room where Lila is buried. She is 
panicking. The tide moves the water to her then against her face, loosening the gag. She screams 
as the tide moves away. The waters rise again to cover her, then recede. She grabs her breath 
before the tide comes again, covering her. 
 
 The next day. The storm has passed them. Pelícano and the others leave Adela’s home. 
The street is a mess but otherwise everything is in place. There is a collective sigh of relief.  
 
 Pelícano helps Adela clear the yard from debris. When they are done, they help others. 
Pelícano manages to sneak away on her bike and dodges trash as she rides to the old building. 
When she gets there, she enters Lila’s room and quickly turns away in disgust. The retreating 
storm waters wash over Lila’s bloated body where it’s lodged in some cinderblocks. Her limbs 
are tangled in telephone wire. Exasperated, Pelícano sits, unable to think. Finally, after some 
time, she leans over and vomits. 
 
 On her slow ride back home, she passes people clearing the mess from the storm. She 
stops before Migue’s house that did not fare so well. A curtain moves through the broken glass 
front window. Teary eyed, Pelícano dismounts her bike and walks into the house. Glass and 
storm water are everywhere. She moves further in to the room, crying as she looks for Migue. 
She finds him in Lila’s room, passed out from drinking. In his hands is Lila’s diary. Pelícano 
reaches for it and begins to read. 
 
 Later that afternoon, Pelícano puts the journal side. Migue is still asleep. Pelícano leaves 
the room, stands before some of the painting supplies Yoli left behind. She reaches into her 
backpack to take out Lila’s bloodied clothing, the same clothing she used when she inflicted a 
cut on Lila’s head. She puts it under Yoli’s painting supplies. 
 
 Now at home, Adela looks at her granddaughter in a mix of horror and disbelief at what 
Pelícano has just revealed to her. The two get into her car and drive off. 
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 At the old building, Adela cries in disgust and remorse, turned away from Lila’s body. 
Teary-eyed, Pelícano blurts out: “This was my hideaway but I guess Lila knew. I guess she was 
hiding here. She made me promise to not tell anyone that she was scared of Yoli, that Yoli had 
hurt her before, that she hated her and wanted her to leave forever. That she thought she might 
someday run away.” 
 “But why did you tell me she was the vandal too?” Adela asks. 
 “She was the vandal,” Pelícano replies. “To get attention. She dared me to tell people, 
said no one would listen. She was right.” 
 
 The police are now on the scene. Migue arrives in a police car. As Adela and Pelícano 
leave their questioning with a detective, Migue goes into the building where Lila’s body is. A 
terrible scream of his grief fills the air as Adela and Pelícano get in their car and leave. 
 
 Adela’s and Pelícano’s return to their home is slowed due to people still clearing debris 
from the storm. As they slowly pass Migue’s house, Pelícano watches Yoli pull up in her car 
behind a police car. Concerned, she gets out and catches Pelícano looking at her, then turns to 
enter the house. 
 
 Adela and Pelícano eat dinner while watching the local news. On it, a reporter is at the 
scene of the old building. She interviews Pelícano who comes across as confident, proud, 
explaining how sorry she feels for Lila’s father, how she and Lila were friends, and she hopes 
her murderer is punished. The report continues with a picture of Yoli as the reporter states she’s 
been taken into custody as the prime suspect in the murder of Lila Fuentes. Adela turns to 
Pelícano and expresses how proud she is of her granddaughter. 
 
 In a montage: The next day at school, Pelícano gives another presentation, this time about 
her pet spider. The kids who had made fun of her now attentively listen with admiration. 
Pelícano finally has their respect. 
 
 At home later, Pelícano helps Adela repot some plants for their back yard. Adela and she 
glue together the pieces of the wood statues of Pelícano’s parents. 
 
 At church, a memorial is held for Lila. Adela and Pelícano are in attendance. The choir 
kids sing for Lila. 
 
 At the beach on an early Sunday morning, Adela speaks and drinks coffee with the other 
beachcombers. Pelícano searches for shells with Cayito. Something on the beach catches her eye. 
It’s a Queen of Hearts playing card. She looks it over, then tosses it into the sea where the waves 
carry it away. 
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